ALARM MANAGEMENT BASICS
What is it? Why You Should Care.
An Industry White Paper
By Jennifer Anderson, TiPS Incorporated
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From Wikipedia: Alarm management is the application of human factors (or ergonomics as the field
is referred to outside the U.S.) along with instrumentation engineering and systems thinking to
manage the design of an alarm system to increase its usability.
“Alarm” is defined by ANSI/ISA 18.2 as “an audible and/or visible means of indicating to the operator
an equipment malfunction, process deviation, or abnormal condition requiring a response.”

Less is more…
You’ve heard the phrase ‘less is more.’ Such is the case with process control alarms. Operators use
alarms to do their job, AKA run a process. Back in the day when we used panel boards and lights
there were costs and time associated with each and every alarm. Alarm Management was native to
the process, but we didn’t even know we were doing it. With the invention of DCSs, SCADAs and
HMIs, adding alarms became fast, easy and inexpensive. As a result we’ve given Operators more
data than they can handle. We’ve collectively forgotten ‘less is more.’

You may have a problem if…
How do you know if you have an Alarm Management problem on your platform or ship? Below is a
list of typical symptoms a facility will display when there is an issue. You may have an Alarm Management problem if...
You have an overwhelming number of alarms
Your alarms do not require Operator action
Your alarms remain active for excessive periods of time
You have active alarms when nothing is wrong
Minor upsets generate a significant number of alarms
You have no documented Alarm Management procedures

“You might be a redneck
if… You think a ‘cursor’ is
someone who swears a
lot.” Jeff Foxworthy

Why bother? It could help you with your probation officer 1 …
Even if existing regulations and standards weren’t in place, Alarm Management is a prudent thing to
do. There have been well publicized events in recent history where poor Alarm Management has
been cited as a contributing factor to the incident. Facilities with implemented programs reaped
benefits almost immediately.
Quieter control room
Maintenance savings (roughly 5%)
Reduced insurance premiums
Reduced Operator loading and stress
Improved Operator decision support
http://www.alaskadispatch.com/article/alaska-probation-hearing-bp-lawyer-skewers-government-witness
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We’re a victim of our own success…
There’s a difference between data and information. Data are individual facts and statistics. Information is knowledge, and everyone knows knowledge is power. In today’s offshore industry, Operations has too many alarms not providing meaningful information (knowledge) to the Operators;
many times alarms don’t require any corrective action to be taken. When Operators are flooded with
data the potential for missing critical information increases as does the likelihood of an undesired
event or upset. At its foundation a capable Alarm Management program should endeavor to accomplish three basic goals:
Every alarm must require a corrective action
Alarms must provide Operators with meaningful information
Set points must be configured so Operators have enough time to perform the necessary
corrective action

It’s serious business, no kidding…

“…a long habit of not
OSHA has adopted ANSI/ISA 18.2 as a standard. While OSHA
thinking a thing WRONG,
doesn’t have a specific Alarm Management regulation it is
gives it a superficial
holding Owners and Operators accountable for being
appearance of being
compliant with RAGAGEP (Recognized and Generally Accepted
RIGHT…” Thomas Paine
Good Engineering Practices) like ANSI/ISA 18.2. In fact, OSHA
Common Sense
and ANSI entered into a Memorandum of Understanding in
2001 where ANSI agreed to “furnish assistance and support
and continue to encourage the development of national consensus standards for occupational safety
and health issues for the use of OSHA and others…” “ANSI and OSHA will maintain a mechanism for
consultation in the planning of occupational safety and health standards development activities…”
Several governing bodies, such as the United Kingdom’s HSE and the Norwegian Petroleum Directorate, clearly regulate alarm systems used on offshore exploration and production rigs and vessels.
The International Marine Contractors Association (IMCA) has published “International Guidelines for
The Safe Operation of Dynamically Positioned Offshore Supply Vessels.” BOEMRE, the United States
governing body for the Offshore industry, recently divided into two entities, of which the Bureau of
Safety and Environmental Enforcement (BSEE) is responsible for regulations. It is possible that BSEE
will adopt ANSI/ISA 18.2 as a regulation. US DOT has already issued a ruling for the US Pipeline
industry requiring Alarm Management. The Pipeline Hazardous Materials Safety Administration
released PHMSA-CRM ruling in 2009 requiring all DOT regulated pipelines to have Alarm Management programs implemented by August 2012. PHMSA regularly references RAGAGEP when advising
Pipeline Operators on how to best prepare for compliance audits.

It’s a Process, not a Project…
Once implemented, Alarm Management should be incorporated into your regular operations, safety,
maintenance, and engineering policies and procedures. ANSI/ISA 18.2 promotes a “Lifecycle”
approach to Alarm Management, making it a continuous effort without a defined end.
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There are three entry points to the lifecycle. Philosophy, Monitoring and Assessment, and Audit.
Your operation and infrastructure will determine
where you choose to enter the lifecycle.
The foundation of your program is the Philosophy
(Alarm Philosophy Document or Alarm Management Plan). “The alarm philosophy serves as the
framework to establish the criteria, definitions and
principles for the alarm lifecycle stages by specifying items including the methods for alarm identification, rationalization, classification, prioritization, monitoring, management of change, and
audit to be followed.” -- ANSI/ISA 18.2, page 35
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Monitoring and Assessment is typically where
Assessment
G
you’ll identify ‘bad actors’ or ‘nuisance alarms.’
Maintenance
These are alarms that activate frequently, remain
active for long periods or contribute to flood states,
to name just a few. They can indicate a problem with the alarm design, set points or even a maintenance issue, but at a minimum they warrant an investigation. ANSI/ISA 18.2 provides a list of recommended metrics for monitoring your alarm system. “Alarm system performance shall be monitored.
Monitoring and assessment of the alarm system performance shall be made against the goals in the
alarm philosophy.” ANSI/ISA 18.2, page 71
Audit encompasses the entire lifecycle and should be conducted at regular intervals to ensure your
Alarm Management program is functioning properly. You should examine and compare practices,
procedures, company policies and procedures and industry guidelines. “Audit is a separate stage of
the lifecycle which is conducted periodically to maintain the integrity of the alarm system and alarm
management processes.” -- ANSI/ISA 18.2, page 78
Pay close attention to Rationalization. This is the where most of your time will be spent. It is a
methodical way of reviewing, evaluating and documenting all the alarms in your configuration database.
“Rationalization shall determine and document, at a minimum, the following for every alarm
rationalized per the site alarm philosophy for every applicable process state:
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a) alarm type;
b) priority;
c) class;
d) alarm setpoint value or logical condition (e.g., off-normal);
e) operator action;
f) consequence of inaction or incorrect action;
g) need for advanced alarm handling techniques if necessary.” -- ANSI/ISA 18.2, page 44
Often times Alarm Management teams will find themselves in heated discussions during Rationalization. Two topics that cause most of the discord are Priority and Alarm Setpoint. Thomas Paine said it
best in Common Sense “…a long habit of not thinking a thing WRONG, gives it a superficial appearance of being RIGHT…”. While examining Priority levels and Alarm Setpoints, be careful not to fall
into the ‘it’s always been done that way’ mentality. Take advantage of the opportunity Rationalization provides to adjust your Priorities and Alarm Setpoints properly.

It is not rocket science…

Alarm Management isn’t necessarily difficult, but it is time consuming and can be overwhelming.
Management needs to promote Alarm Management initiatives as well as empower personnel to
facilitate successful programs. Corporations need to dedicate time, money and resources to it. But
not to worry, it needn’t be a manual process. You’re not in it alone; technology is readily available
that allows you to automate and streamline much of the process. Look for tools that automatically
calculate alarm setpoints and priority levels. This removes the subjectivity from your rationalization
meetings and eliminates the ‘it’s always been done that way’ mentality mentioned earlier. Something else to consider is a tool’s ability to incorporate your Alarm Philosophy Document into its
system. Items such as your Prioritization Method and Severity Matrix should be configurable in the
software tool to speed up the Rationalization process.
Also, remember organizations like ISA and EEMUA, among others, have written guidelines and standards to help you navigate your way through Alarm Management.

Call in reinforcements…
TiPS Alarm Management Software, LogMate, has been on the market since 1988; we’ve earned over
20 years of experience and know how. Our Subject Matter Experts have contributed to, and continue
to contribute to, ANSI/ISA 18.2 and API 1167. LogMate is designed to support and incorporate
RAGAGEP, making compliance easier for our users. LogMate and TiPS services can help you bridge
the gap between your current alarm system and where you want your Alarm Management program
to take it. Our software connects to a variety of Process Control, NOV and Building Management
control systems, and our services have been used worldwide in oil and gas industry applications.
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LogMate Software
Operators, engineers, management, etc. can monitor, search, and filter alarms and events from any
system. By simply opening a web browser from Internet Explorer® enabled desktop or workstation,
users can configure and generate analyses and reports. LogMate includes a suite of metrics like
Frequency, Nuisance and Flood as well as many others, enabling users to implement their Alarm
Management program mandated by their Alarm Philosophy Document.
LogMate contains features and functions that assist the Rationalization project team to assimilate
the alarm philosophy into the alarm system framework and operations organization. An example is
the Alarm Limit Calculator. The philosophy can specify time to manage periods for various alarms
and the Alarm Limit Calculator can confirm the setting of an alarm limits adhere with the alarm
philosophy. The prioritization algorithm in the Priority Calculator allows the project team to confirm
priority settings are within the bounds of the alarm philosophy.

TiPS Services
TiPS services offering includes Alarm Philosophy Development and Documentation and Rationalization engagements.
Alarm Philosophy Document Development
o Alarm Management Principles Seminar
o Alarm Philosophy Workshop
o Alarm Philosophy Development
Documentation and Rationalization
o Formal rationalization implementation
o Hands-on, train-the-trainer rationalization
o Gap analysis and rationalization auditing

The best offense is a good defense…

TiPS can help. Call us today 512-863-3653 or visit our website www.tipsweb.com to learn more.
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Contact Us:
TiPS Inc.
2402 Williams Drive
Georgetown, TX 78628
Phone: 512-863-3653
Toll Free: 800-242-8477
Fax: 512-863-5392
sales@tipsweb.com
For more information on TiPS products and services visit our website at:
www.tipsweb.com
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